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Abstract— Stock market data is highly volatile in nature, thus 

predicting and trading decision making is very complex and 

difficult task for an individual trader. Auto-Algo Trading Bot 

does not require large amount of historical data, Bot works on 

live market. Using statistical models like EMA, RSI, SMA. 

The main goal of the research is to generate decision making 

system that performs buy/sell signals, maximizing profit and 

minimizing loss, executing small lots using TradeTigerAPI 

on live market. 

Key words: Algotrading, Stoploss, Resistance, Support Tools 

& Languages used for Test & Development – Visual Studio, 

C#, SharekhanTradeTigerAPI, Excel 

I. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

To demonstrate and produce automated system for trading, 

decision making, performing, using live data feeds and helps 

the traditional trader to trade more efficiently 

II. INTRODUCTION 

AlgoTrading Bot also know has Algo- Trading, Algo- 

Trading introduced years after technology equipped financial 

sector with computerized systems. Since from many decade 

IT is carting upgradation in field of finance sector, share 

trading requires efficient study over market movement, for an 

individual trader its complex and time consuming task. 

Calculating Entry/Exit points, Stoploss, Resistance and 

Support this all takes complex calculation and data. Our 

model focuses on Automated Trading System where System 

calculates the entry points from live market feeds and based 

on the historical performance stoploss, resistance and support 

is calculated. The goal of this research is to generate decision 

making system which monitors on amount to be invested, 

maximum profit and minimum loss in shorter period of time 

using data analysis techniques and c# data structures.  

III. STEPS IN PROCESS & DEFINITION 

A. Prediction Systems 

From through study of stock market literature we have found 

two main analysis that can be used for predicting upper or 

lower namely technical analysis and fundamental analysis: 

1) Fundamental Analysis 

Fundamental analysis focuses on study of company’s 

financial position, future plan compares to its competitor 

from same domain. Basic thing that are taken into 

consideration in financial analysis are: production rate, future 

contract, government policies, GDP, company management, 

manufacturing, etc. Financial analysis can be done with both 

historical and present data. Fundamental analysis also 

calculates company statistics using companys financial 

attributes like balance sheet, profit & loss statements, annual 

report, growth of company, liquidity of investment, etc. 

Basically, automated fundamental analysis system uses text 

mining approach where system uses crawler that finds news 

related to particular company and computes sentiments of the 

news i.e. particular news is positive or negative. Based on the 

news sentiments historical data used to find relation between 

news and stock price 

 
Fig. 1: Stock Market Fundamental Analysis Using News 

Crawlers and Historical Data 

Mainly there are two ways to analyzing company’s 

news label, manually or automatically. In manual there are 

need of financial experts individual to read whole news and 

the n categories it since it’s a human task so it’s kind of time 

consuming task. Where as in automated analyzing there are 

crawlers based of trained dataset. Both types have the same 

moto to get te news sentiments i.e. whether the news is 

positive or negative based on their reaction on share price of 

the particular company. 

B. Technical Analysis 

Unlike fundamental analysis Technical analysis have nothing 

to do with news sensitivity of the company. Technical 

analysis uses past or nearly past financial price data to 

forecast the future financial price movement. Technical 

analysis helps investor to predict the stock movements 

(up/down) on current market scenario over time. Technical 

analysis also users variety of charts that shows movement 

over time. Main methodology said to be strength of technical 

analysis are:  

1) Price, Demand and Supply 

Share price movement is based on demand and supply at 

current market time instance of the market. All stats can be 

calculated using high, low, close price and volume traded in 

the market. Therefore, technical indicators have strength to 

compute supply /demand of company’s share in the market 

2) Price and Volume 

Volume traded and price always have some relation. Almost 

all technical charts are formed using price and volume traded 

values. Using the same relation not accurate but we can get 

hint of the stock movement based on the volume traded 

movement. 

3) Support/Resistance, Pivot Point 

Support and Resistance are the basic indicators used by all 

investor before placing order for any scripts. Based on 

demand and supply a range is calculated if supply is below 

the range then price me increase in near future and if its above 

the range then price may decrease. Pivot Point is a point at 

which there are higher change of stock to rebound to support 

side or drop on to resistance side. Resistance is the price point 

at which no. of sell quantity is higher that prevent the stock 

price from rising further. Support is the point at which no. of 
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buy quantity is higher that prevents stock price from declining 

further. 

4) Algorithm 

 Pivot Point = (H + C + L) / 3 

 R3 = H + 2 x (Pivot - L) 

 R2 = Pivot + (R1 - S1) 

 R1 = 2 x Pivot - L 

 S1 = 2 x Pivot - H 

 S2 = Pivot - (R1 - S1) 

 S3 = L - 2 x (H - Pivot) 

5) Parameters 

 H - Previous Days High  

 L - Previous Days Low  

 C - Previous Days Close  

 R - Resistances Levels  

 S - Supports Levels 

IV. TECHNICAL INDICATORS 

A. Moving Average 

A widely used technical indicator that filters the noise from 

random price sets. Moving Average is a trend-following 

indicator because it is based nearest past price. While having 

functionalities MA also has its 3 main features, firstly – as it 

is aligning with the average price of each period MA can track 

market trend. Secondly, when compared with NSE BSE 

markets it indicates stable moving average, thus with the 

moving period MA cleans the price trends and there is not 

volatility. Finally, MA individual can tract the dynamic 

resistance and support which can help trader to set the same. 

There are two mainly used moving averages are 1 Simple 

Moving Average & 2. Exponential Moving Average 

B. MACD 

Moving Average Convergence / Divergence (MACD) 

follows the market trend and is dynamic in nature as it 

represents the relationship between two moving average. 

MACD has 3 parameter – Firstly a time period faster MA, 

secondly a time period of slower MA, Lastly average of both 

MA Normally, MACD points the difference between the 26 

EMA and 12 EMA. Trading opportunities is represented as 

the signal line in a MACD chart.  

1) Algorithm 

MACD = EMA (CLOSE, 12) - EMA (CLOSE, 26) 

SIGNAL = SMA (MACD, 9) 

2) Parameters 

 EMA - Exponential moving average  

 SMA - Simple moving average  

 SIGNAL - Signal line  

C. RSI 

The Relative Strength Index Technical Indicator (RSI) is 

known oscillator that ranges between 0 and 100 and is price-

following. When RSI was first introduced by Wilder, he 

recommended using of 14days RSI, further 9days and 25days 

RSI indicators have got most popularity. RSI mostly used 

indicator by traders, As it assist trader to determine the 

potential trend and distinguish the situation of oversold and 

over bought. 

1) Algorithm  

RSI = 100-(100 / (1+U / D)) 

2) Parameters 

 D is the average number of negative price changes.  

 U is the average number of positive price changes. 

V. RESEARCHED SYSTEM 

The system we have design during our research tenure uses 

SharekhanAPI for getting live feeds of particular share, 

currently the prediction and order placement can be done for 

one selected script. As the system works on live feeds on 

historical data is used for computation. Starting with the flow 

of our trading system. 

System fires feeds request every minute and the 

response to it is save in a queue. 

There are multiple queues used for computing 

purpose we have use EMA 5 and EMA 10 as the trades are 

made for shorter duration. Resistance and Support are 

calculated every time before the trading session starts. R& S 

places an importance role in decision making for order 

placement. The system aims to minimize loss and maximize 

profit, in trading based on human decision its very time 

consuming and due to emotional characteristic, there are 

many time chances of higher risks. Bots don’t have emotions 

and works on structured procedures. Since the market is very 

volatile now days there are chance of huge profit in every 

event which are not captured by human trader. Bot does not 

promise the maximum profit but it handles risk and prevent 

loss. 

The overall system is based of 7 steps which can be 

diagrammatically represented in the Fig 2 Flow chart of the 

system. Before starting every trading session R&S is 

calculate using the previous day data which consist of values 

High, Low, Closing, Opening Price with help of PivotPoint 

we calculate R1, R2, R3, S1, S2, S3. R & S gives an idea to 

hold / Buy or Sell the stock. The system does not starts until 

it gets first 10 minutes data as our trading decision is based 

on EMA 5 and EMA 10 data points. 

 
Fig. 2: Auto-Algo Trading Bot System Flow Chart 
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1) Step 1: Every minute feed request is fired to 

SharekhanAPI and response from the same is stored in 

queues, until and unless the data count in queue reaches 

to 10 the further computation is not carried out. 

2) Step 2: As the Realtime feed for share price response is 

received the data is parsed and the closing value for every 

feed is stored in a queue for further computation. 

Simultaneously the market depth feeds are also fetched 

for getting the trend of moving current LTP. Market 

depth has the top buyer and seller details which can be 

used for fixing value to be order placed on. 

3) Step 3: Once the Queue is ready the check is run for 

validating the values of queue and queue is passed 

further for computing values 

4) Step 4: For EMA calculation we have 2 queues, one with 

5 elements and another with 10 elements. When the 

EMA 5 is lesser then the value of EMA 10 comparing the 

value with R&S. the bot checks the order queue if any 

buy order is available and the buying price is found to be 

greater than the current LTP the sell order is place. Based 

on the accuracy level the EMA is justified only EMA 

with 90+% are carry forward for computation else waited 

for next feed. 

5) Step 5: The calculated R & S values is used for placing 

buy or sell order it also helps in lowering the risk and loss 

as it forecast the moving trend of the share price. If in 

scenario the share price reaches the Support 1 value then 

there is mostly to touch to Support 2 and 3 points same 

for Resistance Points. If share prices cross the R1 point 

then it can be said there’s upward trend and if LTP 

crosses Support1 Point then there a downtrend. 

6) Step 6: The indicators value is the compare with value 

computes from all above steps if the trend found to be 

normal and profitable the decision for order placement is 

passed further. For getting the trend we had called 

Market Depth Request to SharekhanAPI where we gets 

top5 buyers and seller and thus used first buyer value for 

placing buy order with stop loss of 2% and last seller 

value for placing sell order 

7) Step 7: Only when all the conditions are satisfied the 

order is placed. The cycle goes on every minute as the 1-

minute feed is received. The whole caompution is done 

for next minute arrived data. 

A. Sample Feed Request 

19/06/2017 15:10:07: DataLength = 120|TransCode = 

22|Count1|ScripList = NC1660|Reserved = | 

B. Sample Feed Response 

19/06/2017 15:11:00: DataLength = 384|TransCode = 

22|Exchange = NC|ScripCode = 1660|LTPrice = 

31090|LTQty = 20|LTDate = 06/19/2017 15:11:03 

|BidPrice = 31090|BidQty = 467|OfferPrice = 31095 

|OfferQty = 41|TotalTradedQty = 6165306|Traded 

Quantity = 251|AvgTrdPrice = 31022|Open = 30900 

|High = 31185|Low = 30810|Close = 30680|Per 

Change = 134|TurnOver = 1912601|YearlyHigh 

= 31990|YearlyLow = 22200|UpperCkt = 33745| 

LowerCkt = 27615|Difference = 410|CostOfCarry1 

= 0|CostOfCarry2 = 0|ChangeIndicator = +|SpotPrice = 

0|OITime = |OI = 0|OIHigh = 0|OILow = 0|TotalTrades = 

0|TradeValueFlag = |Trend = |SunFlag = |AllnoneFlag = 

|CallPut = |Tender = 0|PriceQuotation = |ExpiryDate = 

|TotalBuyQty = 570268|TotalSellQty = 819325|SegmentId = 

|OIDifference = 0|OIDiffPercentage = 0|prevOI = |Reserved 

= | 

C. Sample MarketDepth Request 

19/06/2017 15:39:56:|DataLength=121|Transcode=24 

|Exchange=NC|ScripCode=1660|Reserved=| 

D. Sample Market Depth Response 

19/06/2017 15:40:10: |DataLength=284| 

Transcode=26|ExchangeCode=NC|Exchange=NseCash|Last

TrdTime=06/19/201715:40:13|ScripCode=1660|TotBuyQty

=263|TotSellQty=0|BuyPrice1=31090|BuyQty1=263|BuyNo

OfOrder1=3|BuyPrice2=0|BuyQty2=0|BuyNoOfOrder2=0|B

uyPrice3=0|BuyQty3=0|BuyNoOfOrder3=0|BuyPrice4=0|B

uyQty4=0|BuyNoOfOrder4=0|BuyPrice5=0|BuyQty5=0|Bu

yNoOfOrder5=0|SellPrice1=0|SellQty1=0|SellNoOfOrder1=

0|SellPrice2=0|SellQty2=0|SellNoOfOrder2=0|SellPrice3=0|

SellQty3=0|SellNoOfOrder3=0|SellPrice4=0|SellQty4=0|Sel

lNoOfOrder4=0|SellPrice5=0|SellQty5=0| 

E. Sample Place Order Request 

19/06/2017 23:47:04: Data Length = 357|Transcode = 

11|Request ID = 5|Order Count = 5|Exchange = NC|Order 

Type = NEW|Order Items = DataLength = 227|OrderID = 

|Customer Id = 1554972|S2KID = |Scrip Token = 

1660|Segment Code = |BuySell = B|OrderQty = 1|OrderPrice 

= 200|TriggerPrice = 0|DisclosedQty = 0|ExecutedQty = 

0|RMSCode = |ExecutedPrice = 0|AfterHour = N| 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

For validating your system a test was performed on ITC 

Company shares listed in NSE using SharekhanAPI for 

Realtime feeds and market depth feeds. The same calculated 

EMA5 and its accuracy is visualized in chart and spreadsheet 

below: 

 
Fig. 3: Calculated EMA 5 and its Accuracy level in 

Spreadsheet. 

 
Fig. 4: Chart Representation of calculated EMA 5 & EMA 

10. 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

We have successful developed an automated trading system 

and tested on live market using Sharekhan API for livestock 

feeds and market depth and google finance API for previous 

day closing data. There are much more predictive model for 

share market. While studding the topic it was found that as a 

human trader it’s a tough task to compute multiple indication 

and have a watch and place order on exact movement. Human 

trader has emotion sentiments that may cause some time 

higher loss. Bot lack emotions and thus minimal our loss. 

Using bot for trading doesnot mean that we may maximize 

our profit but can minimize our risk and loss.  
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